
Google 
Analytics 
Training

Full day customised 
GA training program
10am-2pm , includes 2 hours support: 
Total Investment $2k       

Google Analytics Fundamentals - 1st Session

Initial exploration of your priorities and data and how GA fits into this

What is Google Analytics and how is it used?

Understand how google tracks information

The difference between events and goals and how these relate to your marketing objectives

What metrics and dimensions and general misconceptions about some of them

Data Exploration - 1st Session

Fundamentals of analysis and things you need to consider before starting your data exploration

Have an understanding of the various reports and what information resides in each

How to confidently navigate reports including breaking data down by dimensions and metrics

Digging into the who; understanding who your customers are and how they interact with your site

Understanding the where; where are your users coming from? what channels the customers used to 

get to your website and understanding how they then interacted with your content
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Money Back 
Guarantee

Fully 
Customisable

Interactive and 
Hands on
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Data Exploration - 2nd session

Understanding how to optimise campaign performance using GA

Getting context around low performing and high performing campaigns and keywords and 

what you can do about it

Building out segments inside of Google Analytics for analysis and further exploration as well as 

building out remarketing segments for google ads

Basic regex and filtering

How to setup campaign tracking and ensure that you have consistent naming conventions and 

how google deals with mismatches

Visualisation & Report Building - 2nd session

Exploring Data studio

How to connect up data sources

Defining data and developing reports to answer questions

Work From Home 
Address
Randwick,

Contact Us
info@sensedatalab.com.au
1300 619 838

Office Address
lvl 14, 5 Martin Place,
Sydney, NSW, 2000

Hours of Operation
M-F: 9am – 5.30pm
S-S: Closed

Jacqueline keenan
Strategic Marketing Manager, State Super Fund

Highly recommend Sense Data Lab for your in-house Google training needs. James took the 
time to review our website, making the Google Analytics training tailored to our needs. He made 
recommendations for improving our site tagging, and setting specific goals, a fantastic result for 
us.
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Google Rating


